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they are plowed under while the crops are
being
Others may fall on the hard meadow or
grass

tended.

land.

CHAPTER XXXI

the wind

is

of

very great help to

and thus giving

in scattering their seed,

and young individuals,

is

it

which plants have to contend.

often an

localities

direction.

many plants

enough to furnish

new

rise to

enemy

water and food.

many

there are prevailing winds from one

thick

These winds are so frequent and of such

normal

seeds

fall on the

In

trees.

In

the forest

against

Hurricanes and cyclones

force that the tree cannot maintain its

itself here.

root cannot go deep

sometimes sweep down large tracts of forest

some

can-

If it germinates, the

STRUGGLES AGAINST WIND

While

The seed

not bury

carpet

of dry leaves

erect

Such prevailing winds often

and symmetrical growth.

occur along the seacoast or near large lakes, and in

mountainous regions, where there are certain wellestablished

and marked

air pressures

which tend

differences in temperature

and

to create continuous currents

in definite directions.

In some places along the seacoast and on mountain
heights, especially

elevations

in

on the

mountain

of

mountains or on

passes, the

strong winds are

sides

nearly all from one direction and of such force that the
entire tree leans

grow
side.

with the wind

;

or the trunk

erect while all the branches are

The young

lithe

white pine.

may

on the leeward

branches which come out on
238

Fig. 273. Young
and nearly ma^
ture fruits of

and are unable
earth below.

to

reach

the soft, moist humus, or

All these seeds perish.

But sometimes
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a cultivated

and
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left to

field

may

grow up

be abandoned for several years

to weeds, grass,

and bushes.

Ani-

mals sometimes disturb the leaves in the forest and

rocked to and
limbs would
yielding,

Now

fro.

seemed as

if

the slender

But they were lithe and
and recovered and straightened from each
be torn

heavy thrust of the
and

it

off.

The

gale.

old pine stood proud

fixed, its litheness of limb nearly gone.

gust of the wind snapped

stem and dashed

and
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stiffly

did

it

the

down

off

A fierce

a huge limb like a pipe-

into the

snow bank.

old pine hold

Firmly

out against each

onslaught of the gale, but fiercer came the gusts and
half a dozen limbs lay half buried in the snow,

and only

the stout stubs stood out where once large branches

were.
still

Finally the wind subsided, and the

stands, with only its topmost branches left.

sad to think that the time
old tree

Fig.

root

up the

other places

274.

fresh

Stamen flowers

soil.

when he

of the white pine.

The woodsman may

tear open

drags his logs along the ground.

Large trees uprooted by the wind expose an area

of

old pine

must go down.

is

near at

It is

hand when

the
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moist

Seeds which

soil.

better chance for

fall in
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these places have a

Some

life.

in the soil

of them become covered
by the beating rains. They

are covered at unequal depths.
struggle for a start begins.

seed which

is

The

The good

covered by the

soil

and

moistened by the rains germinates.

At

Fig. 275.

seed of
at

right

left

winged

a scale with
still

all

enough

in the soil the sun

the roots are fixed deep

comes out

and several days, perhaps weeks, go
by without rain.
The surface soil

white pine,

two pine seeds

Before

in

dries.

The

lightly

covered

seedlings

position.

which have a good hold in the

perish.

soil

which were

The

few

by

being buried deeper than the others

have plenty of water and food.

The

crown of leaves

above the

soil,

cast

The

is lifted

and the embryo case
seedling has pushed

up to the

light,

ing in the

and

soil to

is

stem and leaves

its
its

roots are spread-

secure

There are others around
touch.

off.

it
it

more

firmly.

almost within

Troops of these more fortunate

creatures are scattered here and there.

The struggle with other vegetation.

Now
Tia. 288.

White

pine.

Besult of a tuBsle with a gale.

»",;';".:•.".';•'»>.);?.

begins a competition

among

Fia. 276. Seedling o£
white pine just coming up.

the seedlings and

other plants for mastery of the position.

Weeds, grasses,

;

vines, perhaps

the soil
lific
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is

young shrubs and oaks, spring up,

thick with the seeds of other plants as pro-

in seed-bearing as the pine.

Many

grow

of these

now than

faster

the pine seedlings.

The weeds and
grass

soon tower

above

them and

hide them.
looks as

if

It

the pine

seedlings would be

choked

out.

But

they can do

fairly

well in the shade

better, perhaps,
than the weeds
think,

if

they are

capable of

doing

such a thing. The.
pine seedlings do

not hurry.

..^m^mm
Fig. 277,

'^^f'^*^""' bide their time.

White-pine seedlings casting seed coats or

embryo

roots.

The

They

They

cases.

They
long

are

making

and useful

are preparing for a long struggle for

score after the first season.

us take count of the contest.

life.

In the autumn

The weeds raced

let

swiftly

It has the look of centuries.

pine.

for

.

It has ceased to

advance.

Near the top

branches.

Buildings spring up where once

stood.

Many people come
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of the tall trunk are great
its

comrades

to admire this battle-scarred

j^k^

;

'
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Sound
logs.
the leaves and burning longer in the dead
which makes
trunks are scorched and sometimes kUled,
Insects, in the
other entrance places for their enemies.
"
"
destroy.
shape of " borers and saw-flies," wound and

Man sometimes a great enemy
the woodman may come to level

of

Then

the forest.

the giants with axe
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and got far ahead.

But they have exhausted themThey have ripened many seeds, but they die
leaves wither and dry up. This lets in more light

selves.

their

The autumn winds and
on the dead weeds and break many of them
The snow finishes many more. In the spring,

for the tiny pine seedlings.

rain beat

down.

Against him the pines have no means of

and saw.

defense.

are

cut.

The finest trees
Here is one

which has suffered from
a fungus enemy, and so
has a hollow trunk. The

woodman

spares that

tree because

it is

value to him.

It is left

standing alone to
tale of the

of no

tell

the

proud pine

forest and its grand

^

Fig. 278.

Evergreens and broad-leaved trees just getting above the
weeds and grass (Alabama).

struggle for mastery.

Then man begins
Fig. 286.

A bracket " mushroom " growing
from a maple.

and the brushwood are
ally rooted out.

'

'

civilizing

his

influences.

'

The old fallen trunks
burned.
The stumps are gradu-

The ground

is

plowed and

planted.

Here and there are a few of the remaining giants which

man
field.

for one reason or another leaves in his cultivated

One

of these is the

towering hollow trunk of the

when the snow

disappears,

lings had another chance.

it

looks as

If the

if

the

little seed-

winter was cold and

the ground bare for a part of the time, perhaps some

were frozen to death.

come and

go.

The second and

The weeds

flourish each year just as

They hide the tiny
choke them out. The little
befdre.

surely.

third seasons

pines, but
trees

they cannot

grow slowly but
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Another enemy than weeds to struggle against.
haps, in the

first

Per-

season, or the second, or the third,
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there between the round tops of the oak are clear views
of the sky above. Through these openings the straight
shaft, or " leader," of the pine shoots

rapid growth.

upward in its more
Soon the pines begin here and there to

tower above the other

trees.

Their branches reach out

and elbow their way above the tops of the oaks. The
pines have risen above the other trees of the forest and

Pig.

285.

Effects of fire in forest

hold almost undisputed

sway.

struggle of pine with pine to see

(New

It

Jersey).

now becomes

which

is

a

the stronger.

As the conquered trees have
fallen they have crushed down others, or they have
broken large limbs and bruised the trunks. The wood
and timber enemies, in the shape of the mushroom and
bracket fungi, enter the wound by tiny threads and rot
Enemies of old pines.

Fig. 279.

Young white

pines getting a start. Tliree ages of pine trees
are sliown (New York).

or even later, another foe appears

which pursues _dif'

ferent tactics from those of the weeds.

It is a tiny

the "heart" of the tree, so that
hollow.

it

is

weakened and

Fires run through the forest, flashing through
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They do not die at the end
They grow larger and larger. During
the summer their broad leaves make
a great deal more shade than the
Some of the pines get
pine leaves do.
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dangerous competitors.

fungus, or mold, of delicate gossamer-like threads.

of the season.

is

make

apt to

Weather, just
threads of the

grow

inside.

attack

its

at

the

on the seedlings

surface

of

the

in

ground.

It

wet

The

mold make little holes in the stem and
They feed on the stem, dissolving so

covered and crowded as time goes on.

Some

of the smaller ones die.

This

renewed year

year.

struggle

One

is

after

foot, eighteen inches, or

two

feet,

the trees add to their height annually.

Their limbs reach out and interlock as
if

in actual

physical struggle.

The

dense foliage on the upper branches
cuts off
Fig. 283.
pines,

An enemy of

"mushroom," growing from a spruce

die

hemlock.

away.

The

smooth trunks of
trees appear

The lower

light below.

branches

shelving

a

much

tall,
fore^st

below the

ris-

ing tops, which get higher

and higher.

The smaller

trees die

and

ground.

It is a struggle

now between
and
taller

finer

fall

the

pines

Fig. 280.

to the

taller

and the

and sturdier oaks.

much
Fig.

284.

Spawn

in Fig. 283 as

wood

it

of the "

malces

mushroom " shown
way through the

its

of the tree.

soft,

a battle of giants, a

contest for the " survival of the

fi.ttest."

Here and

it

that

it

and dead at

cannot hold

and
It is

of

Young

dies.

itself

We

say

" bull pines " getting a start (Colorado).

away and becomes thin and
The little pine
the ground level.

shrinks

It topples over to the

up.
it

''

damps

oil,"

because

it

ground
appears

But it
to rot and die on account of the wet ground.
was the little plant mold that killed it. Though the
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mold was very much smaller than the

pine,

made a

it

Many
may fall

successful attack.

of the seedlings

from the attacks

of this
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Other competitors appear.

There were, perhaps, some
acorns, or beechnuts, or the seeds of other trees
in the
ground.
few of these got a start. Some may have

A

started before the pines did.

The pines have grown

insidious foe.

The pines get

larger.

Each year those that remain get higher. They
seem to make up in size
what they have lost in
number. They grow at
a more rapid rate now
and are beginning to outstrip and shade the weeds.
The weeds and grass cannot endure the shade as
well as the

little

pines

could.

As

the pines get higher

the branches

reach

and nearly cut
light

off

out
the

from the ground.

Finally

the

weeds

grass can no longer grow

underneath them.

The

few pines remaining have
Fig. 281.

Four giant wliite pines
(New York).

,

•

^

overcome the weeds.

Fig. 282.

Conifers overtopping broad-leaved trees in

and
out of the

way

of the

feared the weeds.

perhaps, while

tlie

weeds now.

forest

In

(New Hampshire),

fact,

they never

They were grateful for the shade,

they were young.

oaks and beeches, elms,

etc.,

are

Now

the

young

more sturdy and

Fig. 304.

Coniferous forest society, white pine.
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the windward side are bent around in the opposite
direction.

The wind keeps them bent

in this direction

growth and hardening of the
wood finally fixes the branch in that position,
a good
example of the force of habit. The young branch finds
so continuously that the

—

Forest societies.

There are many kinds of

societies, just as there are of

it

it

easier to

Tree permanently bent by wind (coast of

bend with the wind than to

becomes old

this habit is fixed,

New Jersey).

resist

etc.,

as well as

on the kinds of

arctic regions are different

in regions

Very

zones,

When

and the bent and

gnarled branches could not straighten even
should moderate.

it.

if

the wind

interesting examples are seen

where the trade winds occur.

The

trade

herbaceous plants.

forest

These

depend on the elevation, the action of the climate,

Fig. 303.

Pig. 290.
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bearing,

The

of the temperate

Vegetation on border of marsh.

and these are

tropics.

Forests in the

trees.

from those

soil,

different

society

and evergreen

may

from the

be at

trees,

first

forests of the

mixed, cone-

with broad-leaved

trees.

In the end of the struggle some of these are likely to
Where the forest growth is even and
be crowded out.
the leafy tops cut off

much

of the light, the forest floor
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by the

size

and age

of the vegetation, as well as

by

its

difEerence in character.

Many

of the peat bogs

were once small ponds or

The peat moss and other plants which find shallow water a congenial place to grow in begin marchlakes.

ing out from the edge of the water toward the center

The stems

of the pond.

grow above.

So hi

this

of

the peat die below and

way they

platform in the water.

build

up a

floor or

The dead peat now

water below does not thoroughly

rot, as

in.

the
Pig. 291.

the leaves do

Old cypress trees, permanently bent by wind
(Monterey jOoast of California).

in the moist ground of the forest, because the water

shuts out the
pile

up quite

times

is

air.

fast in

entirely

The partly dead stems of the moss
making the platform, which some-

composed

grow along with the

of peat.

Other plants

may

Their dead bodies also help

peat.

up this floor beneath.
The army of peat and other water plants continues
to march out toward the center of the pond, though
to build

slowly.

Finally, in

many

cases

the line around the

shore meets in the center and the pond

having been extended entirely

floor

keep on adding each year to the

and higher, until

it is

is filled

across.

up, the

But they

floor, raising it

higher

high enough and dry enough for

the marching armies of the dry land grasses, shrubs,

and

trees.

At length a

floor built across the

other

members

forest

comes to stand on the

pond by the peat moss and the

of its society.

Fig.

292.

Main trunk straight, branches all bent and fixed
wind from one direction (Kocky MountainsJ.

to one side by
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winds are not very strong, but they blow constantly
in one direction.

Fig.

293 represents a silk-cotton

tree

on the island of Nassau, in the Atlantic Ocean,
tree
this

is

inclined as a result of the constant wind.

tree

is

exposed to the wind, buttresses (bracing

roots) are developed at the base

said

that the silk-cotton tree

Fig.

The
Where

293.

of the trunk.

when growing

It is

the peat

251

moss must be those which give

the air slowly, since the cold water

water into

off

and certain

acids

about their roots in the dead p'eat below the surface

prevent the roots from taking up water rapidly.

The vegetation on the margin
the

of the peat

On

bog.

margin of the peat bog, where the ground

is

drier

in the

Tree permanently bent by trade wind (Nassau).

where the wind does not exercise such force on
The one-sided development of
the banyan tree (Fig. 295), influenced by the trade
forest,
it,

has no buttresses.

winds,

is

interesting to

in Fig. 294,

Plants marching into the sea. They have advanced from the trees
at the leit in about two hundred years.

compare with the one shown

where, in the absence of a constant wind
in one direction, a symmetrical development has taken
place.

Fig. 302.

and contains more

up in battle array.
themselves, and
into the peat.

soil,

The

see the plants

drawn

societies are struggling

among

you may

are also pushing their

The story

way

of the advance

is

slowly out

plainly told
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crowd themselves in and

which

They

live together

push, out the others.

peaceably in this

way form

Plants
societies.

are really social in their dispositions, and often

several

kinds in one

others.

thing to cling
great light

to,

dependent on the

society are

They could not

live alone.

They need some-

or they need protection from the

and heat

of the sun.

Even where the rushes, and cat-tails, and arrow-leaf,
and Joe-Pye weed seem to occupy the ground, there
are

many

that

fit

other kinds of plants which are not so large

in between the tall ones or cling to them, or

float in the water.

Peculiar societies of peat bogs.

peat bogs or

Fig. 294.

visit the

sphagnum moors, where the peat moss

sphagnum grows, you
plants.

When you

Banyan tree spreading equally on all sides from a central trunk where the tree
and taking root as it spreads to give support (photograph, Bau, No. 6109).

started,

or

will find a society of peculiar

These plants like cold water and other singular

surroundings for their stems and roots.
sition is so

common

Their dispo-

unusual in this respect that none of the

plants you are familiar with in the fields and

woods would go
territory,

unless

into
after

their

society or

many

years the

the territory should change so that

it

in

live

their

character of

would be more

congenial.

Growing along with the peat moss you

will often

find cranberries, Labrador tea, the curious pitcher plant,

and many other plants with thick leaves which are
retentive of moisture.

The

plants that associate with

Fig, 295,

Banyan

tree

moved

in

one direction by trade wind.

portion of the tree

is

at the right.

The

older

I
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CHAPTER XXXIII

STRUGGLES FOR TERRITORY

PLANT SOCIETIES

The struggle

is

going on around us

There are opportunities for

all of

all

the time.

us to see some of

Plant

associations.

Plants which

have

congenial

grow together in harmony on the
is room for several different
there is room for many small stones in

dispositions often

same

territory.

kinds, just as

There

the spaces between large- stones in a pile.

Fia.

301.

Moreover,

Peat-bog formation with heaths, cranberries, sedges, etc., growing on
and all advancing to fill in the pond. This is a plant " atoll."

several kinds of

plants of

the same size

it,

may have

congenial dispositions toward each other, so that they
Fig. 296.

Sycamores, grasses, and weeds, having a liard time starting on a rock bed.

these struggles

among

the plants themselves, and the

struggles of plants with the condition of the soil or

weather

or

other surroundings.
244

Go

into

woods

or

can

live

tries to

No

peaceably together.
cover

all

the ground.

a spot here and there.

At

one of these kinds

They

least

are content with

they have not very

pugnacious dispositions, nor are they so forward as to
249
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likes to

almost any day and you will see some sign of
the warfare going on.
A grapevine has covered over

of

several small trees

defending and holding their ground.

grow in soil covered with water on the borders
lakes and ponds, where the water is not too deep.

The
it

The arrow-leaf

cat-tail flag prefers

a

little less

depth of water, and

contends for the ground nearer the shore, where the

fields

them down.
trees

water
like

300.

is

very shallow.

very moist

and the

place

is

smothering and weighing

When

the water

is

foliage near the

drained from a marshy

Plants drawn in battle array on shore line of lake (Ithaca, N.Y.).

soil

The Joe-Pye weed and boneset

near the water.

In this picture (Fig. 300) you see such a contest going
on,

and

grass has stopped growing under

which branch and produce dense

ground.

Fig.

The

lines of battle sharply

you could

same kind

of

see

Near

the arrow-leaf occupies

same conditions were congenial

and the rush drove the arrow-leaf

out.

So,

Kg.

297.

Island witli perpendicular sides in Lake Massawiepie, Adirondacks.

this

an army of rushes occupying the

territory that

here, because the

drawn.

to

on such

it

dis-

piece of ground, plants

from the

drier

ground rush

and soon the character of the vegetation

is

in,

changed.

Did you ever observe how much quicker the grass or
cultivated plants wither in dry weather near large

The

puted grounds, struggles for possession go on between

trees

the kinds of plants which like that territory, and the

off

weaker ones are often crowded out of existence.

food also.

?

tree takes water

from the

the water supply of other plants.

There

is

often a struggle

soil.

It cuts

It takes their

among the branches
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of a tree to see whicli one shall get

and thus outlive

its

grow

plants could

Struggles of plants on border territory.

most of the

light

competitors.

Certain soils are congenial to certain plants.

in all situations,

we

If all

should have

The difEerent
which are congenial to different plants border
on one another. Sometimes the border is very abrupt,

territories

that there

so
is

no struggle

fewer kinds of plants because there would be so many-

on the part of

But some plants

the plants in

congenial to them, and

one territory

competitors for every foot of ground.

have found one kind of

soil

other plants prefer another kind of
plants

leave

certain

enter into a contest

territory
if

soil.

So,

many

undisputed, and only

some favorable changes take

place in those localities, provided, of course, their seeds

get

in

there.

We

do sometimes find a few plants

struggling in a very uncongenial

soil,

247

but they never

over

to cross

into the other.

But in a great

many

cases

the change
from one

ter-

ritory

an-

other
ual.

to
is

grad-

Fig. 299. Border of lake with sloping shore. Cocklebur on
the right fighting with grasses on the left (Ithaca, N.Y.).

In these

cases the

border line becomes the seat of a
occupation

struggle for

two adjoining

fierce

between the plants of the

areas.

These struggles are very commonly seen along the
borders of lakes, ponds, or streams, where the ground
Fig. 298.

become

grow

Island in Kaquette Kiver, Adirondacks, with sloping sides and
providing different kinds of territory.

real competitors

there.

They

with the plants which like to

are struggling only with the physical

forces of nature, not with other plants.

down

to the water edge and out into

So, also,

on the borders of marshes or

slopes gradually

deep water.

where there
a moist

soil

is

up

a gradual difference in elevation from
to one

which

see various kinds of plants

is

drier.

drawn up

Here we often
in battle array

PLANT SOCIETIES
will be covered

with leaves
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there will be an absence of
shrubs and herbs, except the shade-loving ones, and the

wood

will be

When

open below and

the forest

growth of the

Fig.

;

305.

free

from " undergrowth."

open above because

of the unequal

trees, or because of the

destruction of

is

Edge of broad-leaved

some of the larger

forest society in winter.

trees, light will enter

and encourage

a greater or less development of undergrowth,
trees, shrubs, flowers, grass, etc.

Then,

too,

— young

you ob-

serve in the forests the great numbers of mushrooms,

but

singular

beautiful

and important members

Some

a forest society.

of

By William
of

Others attack the leaves, and by injuring

or destroying
life

these food-getting

organs weaken the

Others attack branches and deform

of the tree.

or blight them.

Sg. i2mo.

greatly

the

character of

trunk which they cover and color.

the

tree

Those hanging on

branches give a grotesque appearance and sometimes

is

a tendency to a change of position of the smaller

members

of the society

tree tops,

where hanging moss and tree-dwelling orchids

from the

forest floor to the

The oddest looking

Desert societies.
are

desert

kinds

of

societies,

cactus,

— the

many

suited to
is

grow

;

so

lose

water so

these plants are well

in the dry climate of the desert,

often parched and

plants.

of different

of the cacti covered with

These large fleshy trunks do not

spines.

rapidly as thin leaves do

by the

great trunks

with no leaves on them, or the

sprawling opuntias,

the soil

of plant societies

little

where

water can be found

This character of the vegetation

is

the

result of ages of warfare

with uncongenial conditions.

All plants not suited to

grow here

either have been

For introduction, 50

Illustrated.

cents.

WILDERNESS WAYS
Cloth.

" Wilderness

755 pages.

Ways

For

Illustrated.

" is written in the

Ways

introduction,

same

45

cents.

intensely interesting

Wood

Folk." The author lets the
reader this time into the hidden life of the wilderness, not from books
or hearsay, but from years of personal contact with wild things of every
description.
To read their records is to watch for them by the wilderstyle as its predecessor, "

of

ness rivers or to follow their tracks over the winter barrens.

A
use of

delicate personal touch
its

is

added

to every bird

and animal by the

The author is familiar with the Indian lanand when he camps with Simmo the Milicete, and

Indian name.

guage and character,

sees things through an Indian's eyes, then he is as close to nature as a
man can get. In " Wilderness Ways " we have another record of his

observations that one
lays

and ferns abound.

205 pages.

Fascinating descriptions of the lives and habits of the commoner
folk, such as the crow, the rabbit, the wild duck.
The book
is profusely illustrated by Charles Copeland and WiUiam Hamilton
Gibson.

In sub-tropical and tropical forests there

do injury.

Cloth.

Sq. i2mo.

influence

Long

J.

wood

Mosses and lichens, in the temperate and arctic
forests,

FOLK SERIES

WAYS OF WOOD FOLK

them, however, become

enemies of trees, entering at wounds and rotting out
the heart.

WOOD

LONG'S
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it

impelled to read to the last word before he

is

down.

WOODS

SECRETS OF THE
i2mo.

Cloth.

This
squirrel,

is

184 pages.

Illustrated.

another vivid chapter in the

wood mouse and

For

Wood

introduction,

Folk Series.

50

cents.

Deer and

and partridge, with a score

otter, kingfisher

of other shy wood-dwellers, appear just as they are in their wilderness
homes. The book is a revelation of lives hitherto unknown. The
wood mouse that dies of fright in the author's hand, the savage old

and the big buck that
and color and intensest
He sees everything that passes in the woods, and describes
interest.
reader see it too and
it in clear, crisp Anglo-Saxon that makes the
bull-moose that keeps him overnight in a

he follows day after day,

—

all

are full of

tree,

life

share in his joy of discovery.

GINN & COMPANY
Boston
Atlanta

New York
Dallas

Publishers

Chicago

Columbus

San Francisco
London
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ATKnTSON'S FIRST STUDIES OF PLANT LIFE
^y^^EoEGE Francis Atkinson

of

Cornell University.

For introduction,

THE JANE ANDREWS BOOKS.
The Seven

Little Sisters.

With new fuU-page

For

introduction,*

Each and All. With new full-page illustrations. For introduction,
Stories Mother Nature Told her Children. With new full-page

illustrations.

50 cents.

For introduction, 50 cents.
My Four Friends. For introduction, 40

Ulustrations.

50 cents.

cents.

STICKNET'S STUDY AND STORY NATURE READERS.

By J. H. Stickney, author of the Stickney Readers.
Earth and Sky. For introduction, 30 cents.
Pets and Companions. For introduction, 30 cents.
Bird World. By J. H. Stickney, assisted by Ralph Hoffmann.
duction, 60 cents.

For intro

STHONG'S ALL THE YEAR ROUND.
By Frances L. Strong

Part

I.,

Autumn.

of the Teachers' Training School, St. Paul,

Part

II.,

Winter.

Part

III.

Spring.

,

Minn.

Each, for intro

duction, 30 cents.

EDDY'S FRIENDS AND HELPERS.

Compiled by Sarah J. Eddy. For introduction, 60 cents.
GOULD'S MOTHER NATURE'S CHILDREN.
By Allen Walton Gould. For introduction, 60 cents.
LANE'S ORIOLE STORIES.

By M. A. L. Lane. For introduction, 28 cents.
LONG'S WAYS OF WOOD FOLK. (First Series.)
By William

J.

Long.

For introduction, 50

LONG'S WILDERNESS WAYS.
By William

J.

Long.

For

cents.

(Second

Series.)
introduction, 45 cents.

MORLEY'S LITTLE WANDERERS.
By Margaret Warner Morley. For introduction,
WEED'S STORIES OF INSECT LIFE. (First Series.)
By Clarence M. Weed,
Hampshire College

30 cents.

Professor of Zoology and Entomology in the New
and the Mechanic Arts. For introduction,

of Agriculture

25 cents.

MURTFELDT AND WEED'S STORIES OF INSECT
By

Mary

£.

LIFE.

Murtfeldt and Clarence Moores Weed.

(Second Series.)

For introduction,

30 cents.

WEED'S SEED-TRAVELLERS.
By Clarence M. Weed.

For introduction, 25

BEAL'S SEED DISPERSAL.
By W. J. Beal, Professor of
College.

For

cents.

Botany and Forestry in Michigan State Agricultural

introduction, 35 cents.

BURT'S LITTLE NATURE STUDIES FOR LITTLE PEOPLE.
From the Essays of John Burroughs. Edited by Mary E. Burt.
Volume I. A Primer and a First Reader. Volume II. A Second
and a Third Reader.

Reader

Each, for introduction, 25 cents.

BERGEN'S GLIMPSES AT THE PLANT WORLD.
By Fanny D. Bergen.

For introduction, 50

cents.

HAIS'.S LITTLE FLOWER PEOPLE.
BysGBBSrKuDE Elisabeth Hale. For introduction, 40
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cents.
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driven out or have not been able to enter.

which could take on these forms of the
yuccas,

etc.,

bore

trunks with

leaves at the tops, survived,

a

Tliose

cacti, or of the

few hard-skinned

and now find these con-

ditions quite congenial to them.

Not every one

Fence-corner and roadside societies.
of

you can go to the desert to see the desert

societies,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

i^fe^ y.f^..jli^»i(tx:F
Fig. 307.

-

*^

-

Desert society, chiefly yucca.

or to see the arctic or tropical societies.

be content with pictures of them.

You must

But nearly every

one can see plant societies near at hand that are
interesting

if

you, in large

looked at in the right way.
cities,

Some

of

perhaps do not often see fence

INDEX
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Sperm pocket

of fern protliallium,

Teasel, flowering of, 163, 165.

Toadstool, 218.

208, 209.

Star cucumber, 153.

Torus, 171.

Starch, 109.

Touch-me-not, explosive

fruits

of,

176.

test for, 109, 114.

Tuber,

uses of, 119.

51.

Stem, 45-53.
ascending, 49.

Vascular bundles, 106-108.

burrowing, 49.

Virgin's bower, seeds of, 182.

climbing, 48.
deliquescent, 47.

Water,

diffuse, 47.

growtli

of, 26, 31,

.'52.

prostrate, 48.
trailing, 48.

Stick-tights, seeds of, 183.

Stone

absorption

fruit, 170.

Strawberry, 170, 171, 173.
Struggles against wind, 238-243.
for territory, 244-248.

loss of,

use

by

plants,

161-163.
effect of light on, 144-146.

Sweet-pea, flower, 189-191.

by

plants, 94-106.

of, to plant,

trade, 242.
trees

permanently bent by, 240-

243.

Witch

hazel,

explosive

177.

Woody

plants, 44.

formation of seed, 192, 193.
story of, 185-193.

74-86.

Water paths in plant, 106.
Water vapor, 96, 97.
Wild lettuce, seeds of, 182.
Wind, struggles against, 238-243.

Sunflower, behavior of, in flowering,

life

of,

87-93.

excurrent, 46.

Yucca

society, 258.

fruits

of,

INDEX
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New

corners (though there are some in the heart of

York

city) or

country roads.

But you

surely get an

corner

to,

that's

all.

roadside

societies,

societies.

a garden society

;

a

Most
little

may

Receptacle, 171.

forest

spore print, 216.

Respiration, 126-131.

spores, 216.

Rhizome, 49.
Roadside society, 259.
Root hairs, 10, 11, 15,

societies,

and

field

and

Nitrogen, 124.

you can have, at least,
plot of ground where you can
of

where the wild flowers and weeds

am

Here, I

and garden

soil

on

should be an outlet in one end to drain

sure,

all

Fasten on

Here you can grow

top.

There

off

the surplus

peas, beans,

and other

them struggle with each other and turn
toward the light. In another box, or in pots, you
geraniums, primroses, and
can raise some flowers,

—

other suitable ones.

have a water-plant society by
in a well-lighted

made by using a

small ones can be
pans.

Roots,

Oak, life story of, 194-203.
moss-covered, 200, 201.

window.

fitting

This can

large glass vessel, or perhaps some

made by using

Put some garden

soil in

fruit jars or

broad

the bottom to supply

behavior

bracing, 56.
fibrous, 55.

growth

194, 198-200.

toward moisture,

of,

32.

over-cup, 200, 201.
scarlet, 196, 200.

16, 58, 59.

air, 55, 56.

red, 197, 200.

Ovule, 192.

plants to see

be

flower, 158-160.

Raspberry, 172, 173.

a window ledge a long box, with broken bits of crock-

up an aquarium

Pumpkin

spawn, 216.

can have a plant society for observation.

also

of, 193.

shelving, 232, 234.

Plant societies in windows.

You can

royal bit

Pufiballs, 220.

fence-

struggle.

water.

poisonous, 217-219.

virhite,

ery in the bottom

of, 217.

Then you can study

plant seeds or see the flowers grow, and in the corner
of the garden a place

mycelium

Protoplasm, 92.

shaggy mane, 220.

and the new-mown hay.

Garden

cap, 219.

story of, 216, 221.

don't,

If

societies, the brambles, weeds, berries, golden-rod,

asters,

life

you

outing into the country once in a while.

you ought

Mushroom, ink
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of, 24, 25.

pressure

of, 87.

taproots, 54.

work

Oxidation, 131.

87-93.

of, 57,

Oxygen, 123-125.

Rootstock, 49.

Peat bogs, 251.

Samara, 182, 183.

Pepo, 174.

Scale soars, 37.

Perennials, 43.

Screw

Petioles, rigidity of, 83, 84.

Seedlings coming up, 1-6.

Pine, white, fruits of, 223, 225.

Seeds, contrasted with fruits, 168.

pine, bracing roots of, 56.

seeds of, 225.

germinating, 7-17.

struggles of, 222-237.

how formed, 158, 192.
how scattered, 176-184.

Pines, bull, 229.

enemy

of,

a shelving mushroom,

Plant atoll, 250.
Plant societies, 249-261.

Poison ivy, 55, 154, 155.

Silk-cotton tree, bent

bracing roots
Silkweed, seeds

174.

Pond scum,

Shoots, winter, 33-39.

117.

Prickly lettuce, seeds
Prostrate plants, 42.

by trade wind,

242.

Pod, 169, 171, 172.

Pome,

winged, 182.
Sensitive plant, 132-135.

232.

of, 182.

of, 57.

of, 177, 178.

Skunk cabbage, 165, 167.
Spawn of bracket mushroom,
Sperm, 193, 208, 209.

233.
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Endosperm,

Jewel weed, explosive fruits

Fern, bank of ferns, 205.

Leaf

scars, 37.

Christmas, 206.

autumn,

color of, 60-62.

62.

dodder, 61.

spleenwort, 207.

maidenhair, 208.

duration

polypody, 208.

evergreen, 202, 203.

prothallium

of,

208-210.

of, 72.

Indian-pipe plant, 61.

spore cases, 205, 206.

mosaic

spores of, 205, 206.

position of, 67-70.

walking, 210.

purslane, 61, 63.

in their

Fittonia, 71, 72, 148.

spine-like, 66.

Forest, mixed, 231.

variegated, 61, 112, 113.

veins of, 72, 108.

wearing a mask, 65,

work

Forest societies, 253-256.
Fruits, 168-175.

fruits of,

176.

of, 193.

behavior of

plants toward,

on growth, 137-139.

importance

of, in

starch-making,

116, 117.

influence of, on leaves, 142-149.

125.

Lime-water, 127.

193, 208.

Germ pocket

of fern prothallium,

Maple, seeds

208, 209.

of, 183.

Milkweed, seeds

Girdle scars, 37.

of,

177, 178.

Mimosa, 132-135.
Herbaceous plants, 44.
Hydrogen, 124, 125.
Hypocotyl, 19.

Moss, capsule
life

pigeon-wheat, 213, 214.
spores

Impatiens, explosive fruits
Iodine, tincture of, 109.

of, 213, 214.

story of, 212-214.

of, 176.

of, 214.

Mushroom, bracket,
horse-tail, 220.

232, 234.

own homes

The

the fields

some

of the flowers

their behavior

best place to study plants

is

improve every opportunity to
and woods, become acquainted with

visit

;

so

and trees, and especially to study
under different conditions and at dif-

ferent seasons of the year.

"When the

fields

and woods

cannot be visited, the parks and gardens will furnish

many

136-149.
effect of,

Garden societies, 260, 261.
Gas given off in starch-making, 121Germ,

of, 73, 115.

royal bit
Light,

Garden balsam, explosive

66.

Life substance, 92, 193.

Fruits explosive, 177.

While you can learn many interesting things about
plants from window-garden societies, you should not
social life of plants.

simple, 63, 64.

231.

with
In these aquaria you can place elodea, the
pond scum, and other water plants but do not have
them too crowded. "With several of these aquaria and
water.

be content with these mere glimpses of the habits and

of, 71.

Fire, effects of, 233.

conifers above broad-leaved trees,

fiU the vessel

the window gardens you will have an opportunity of
learning some interesting habits of plants.

compound, 63-65.

story of, 204-211.

Then nearly

food.

;

fruit dots of, 205, 206, 208.

little

of, 176.

Leaves, 60-73.

bracken, 211.

life

some of the

Jack-in-the-pulplt, 164-166.

22, 23, 209.

Erect plants, 40, 41.

261

subjects

esting stories

if

from which you can read most interyou will only try to interpret the sign

language by means of which the trees and flowers
express to us their lives and work.

INDEX
AbutUon, variegated leaf
Acorn, 174.

Carbon dioxid, 123-131.

of, 111.

Carbonic acid, 123, 125.

Akene, 170.
Amanita, 217.
American creeper, 154.

Caulicle, 19, 20.

Caustic potash, 129, 130.

Cedar of Lebanon,

148.

Ampelopsis, 164.
Annuals, 42.

Cell,

Apple, 173, 174.

Chloral hydrate, 111.

Assimilation, 119.

Clematis, seeds of, 182.

make-believe plant, 76-78.

Cells, plant,

work

of, 79, 85.

Climbing by coiled stems, 151.

Banyan tree, 242, 243.
Barium carbonate, 127.
Barium hydrate, 127.

Climbing plants, 150-155.

Baryta-water, 127.

Cobalt-chloride paper, 97.

Beggar needles, 170.
Behavior of flowers, 156-167.
Behavior of plants, 132-167.

Compass plant,
Corm, 52.

by
by

roots, 154.
tendrils, 152.

Cocklebur, fruit

of, 183, 184.

143.

Berry, 172.

Cotyledons, 3-6, 12-15, 72, 73, 108.

Biennials, 43.

Cross pollination, 164, 167.

Blackberry, 172.

Cypress

Bladder membrane, 76-78, 90.
Breathing of plants, 126-131.
Buds, 33-39.

Dandelion, curling of stem, 85, 86.

Bulb, 50.

Desert societies, 256-258.

Burdock,
seeds

seeds

bent by wind, 240.

of, 178, 182.

Dodder, 151, 152.
Drupe, 170, 173, 175.

fruit of, 183.

Bur marigold,

tree,

170.

of, 183.

Buttercup, flower

Earth stars, 220, 221.
Elm, seeds of, 182.

of, 156, 157.

Buttresses, 57.

Elodea, 115, 116, 121.

Embryo,

Cactus society, 257.

Calcium carbonate, 127.
Capsule fruit, 169.

19, 22.

of fern, 209.

Embryo
263

case, 192, 193, 226.

